The number of channels used for polysomnographic recording frequently causes difficulties for patients because of the many cables connected. Also, it increases the risk of having troubles during recording process and increases the storage volume. In this study, it is intended to detect periodic leg movement (PLM) in sleep with the use of the channels except leg electromyography (EMG) by analysing polysomnography (PSG) data with digital signal processing (DSP) and machine learning methods. PSG records of 153 patients of different ages and genders with PLM disorder diagnosis were examined retrospectively. A novel software was developed for the analysis of PSG records. The software utilizes the machine learning algorithms, statistical methods, and DSP methods. In order to classify PLM, popular machine learning methods (multilayer perceptron, -nearest neighbour, and random forests) and logistic regression were used. Comparison of classified results showed that while -nearest neighbour classification algorithm had higher average classification rate (91.87%) and lower average classification error value (RMSE = 0.2850), multilayer perceptron algorithm had the lowest average classification rate (83.29%) and the highest average classification error value (RMSE = 0.3705). Results showed that PLM can be classified with high accuracy (91.87%) without leg EMG record being present.
Introduction
Since the 1950s, sleep disorders have become a field of expertise in which approximately 90 different diseases have been described [1] . Polysomnography (PSG) is still one of the most effective methods in the diagnosis of the sleep diseases. This method is based on simultaneous multichannel recording of body signals during sleep. The number of channels used for polysomnographic recording frequently causes difficulties for patients because of the many cables connected during their sleep. On the other hand, it increases the risk of having troubles during recording process and affects the storage volume in a negative way. In PSG, leg electromyography channels are used to record leg movements; recording leg movements is of great importance to diagnose periodic leg movements during sleep.
Periodic limb movement disorder (PLMD) is a sleep disorder in which leg movements recurs periodically during sleep and is formed with quite stereotypical foot, leg, and/or arm movements. PLMD has negative effects such as excessive sleepiness in the daytime, waking up at night, disorders in sleep cycle, frequently waking from sleep, and kicking your bed partner [2] . Leg electromyography markings from PSG records are used for diagnosis of PLMD along with other criteria. PLMD scoring and the polysomnographic evaluation were standardized in 1993. These criteria have still been accepted as the golden standard in PLMD researches [3] . The occurrence frequency of periodic leg movement (PLM) or hourly PLM count is used to determine PLM index. Normal value of this index should be below 15 PLMs per hour [4] .
In this study, we investigated an alternative method to detect leg movements without using leg EMG channels in PSG. And then, in order to test the hypothesis that leg movements can be detected without using leg EMG, data from 153 real patients were used and 768,726 epochs were analysed.
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Material and Methods
Data Collection.
The selection and preparation of the data in the study prove to be an important step in data mining applications [5] . After the hypothesis was determined, PSG records of 153 patients of different ages and genders (male/female, 112/41) with PLMD diagnosis were examined retrospectively. Leg movements can be seen as a consequence of breathing disorders during sleep. Towards end of an apnea period, leg movement can be observed as a reflexive response to hypoxia and awakening. Leg movements can also be observed as a separate event, independent of apnea periods. Thus, we exclude leg movements accompanying an apnea period and focus solely on independent leg movements. General characteristics of study group are shown in Table 1 .
All PSG recordings were performed by using a 44-channel PSG device (Compumedics 44E series, Australia). Each record was approximately 7 to 8 hours. Sleep scoring and event scoring were made manually by a sleep specialist, as the reliability of automatic scoring systems is low. PSG assembly involves 6-channel EEG (F3-A2, F4-A1, O1-A2, O2-A1, C3-A2, and C4-A1), right and left electrooculography (EOG) (LOC-A2 and ROC-A1), leg electromyography (EMG), chin EMG, electrocardiography (ECG), oxygen saturation with fingertip pulse oximeter (SpO 2 ), thermistor (for upper airway signals), thorax and abdomen, snoring (microphone), and measurement of body positions. EEG electrodes were placed according to the internationally accepted 10-20 system [6] . It was determined that the sampling rate used during the recording of lung and upper airway signals is 256 Hz, the sampling rate for thoracic and abdominal respiration signals is 128 Hz, and the lower and upper frequencies of the filtering done are 0.3 Hz and 30 Hz, respectively. PSG data were scored according to the international classification of disorders produced by American Academy of Sleep Medicine [7] and Rechtshaffen and Kales scoring manual criteria [8] . The scoring criteria of PLMD were first proposed by Coleman in 1982. In the study, PLM is defined as follows: movements should last between 0.5 sec and 5 sec. The activity should be 8 millivolts above the resting EMG amplitude. There should be 4 or 5 movements occurring successively. The time between movements (the time passing from the beginning of a movement until the beginning of another movement) should not be shorter than 5 sec and longer than 90 sec [9] .
Data Filtering.
Obtaining clean and error-free data for the classification is one of the crucial factors which affect results. Therefore, all the data were exposed to a selection operation before classification.
Some errors may occur, though rarely seen, during the automatic scoring operation. These automatic scorings are generally verified by a specialist, yet sometimes these errors are also overlooked by the specialists. As there are lots of channels and the main focus of specialists is on apnea scorings, leg movements errors can be overlooked with more frequency. In addition, there are artefacts in some epochs of PSG records. These artefacts result from patients' bodies (eye movements, ECG) and external factors (instrumental, electrode). These artefacts can also cause noise in other channels of the PSG record. The artefacts formed on any of the channels, especially when they are densely formed, can damage the natural structure of the signals in channels, which affects the result of any analysis applied in a negative way. A more sophisticated method of detection and removal of artefacts may minimize the negative effects caused by the artefacts. In our study, the first and the most important one of these operations is that the undesired artefacts in all the signals in PSG records were eliminated by manual scoring instead of automatically. In situations where it was detected that there was an artefact in at least one signal in an epoch, that epoch was not used in the classification. This caused a great number of epochs to be eliminated as part of selection operation before classification. Generally, during the apnea or towards the end of apnea, leg movements stemming from apnea occur. As the second step, the epochs where leg movements resulting from apnea exist were eliminated in order to separate apnea from PLM. The exclusion rule of software was that if there was apnea, this epoch was excluded together with 15-second Computational and Mathematical Methods in Medicine 3 segment before and 15-second segment after this apnea from the analyses. In our case, a leg movement segment was at least 15 seconds far from any respiratory event. And the last elimination operation was conducted in the epochs which occurred during wakefulness period of PSG records. After all these three elimination stages, 275,865 of 768,726 epochs were removed. At the end of removal operation, there were 492,861 epochs left. Of all these epochs, 46,020 epochs were with PLM, and 446,841 were without PLM.
Following the removal operation, resample filtering operation was carried out in order to balance huge and unbalanced data and increase the learning performance [10] . The number of epochs with PLM was equated with the number of epochs without PLM. 446,841 samples without PLM were balanced to 46,020 samples with PLM, leading around 46,000 samples for each case. This reduction process was made manually in order to make sure that each and every patient record from 153 patients was equally represented in the data to be analysed. In the analysis conducted, various sample size percent values were compared for performance improvements. It was observed that the accuracy decreases in the values below 10. The tests were carried out with -nearest neighbor ( -NN), which gives the highest classification value. At the end of these analyses, the sample size percent value for accuracy and performance was chosen to be 10%. With selection of 10% as sample size percent value, the number of 46,000 samples for each case is reduced to around 4.600 samples for each case, 4602 epochs with PLM and 4,684 epochs without PLM to be precise. This reselection sampling was also applied patient-wise, sampling each patient's record randomly to have data points randomly distributed in full recording. This was aimed at making sure that every patient is represented and no fixed period (i.e., first hour of sleep) in the record is biased. Besides, no random values were produced; only recorded values were used.
At the end of the operations conducted, 9.286 epochs were used for the classification and 4.602 of these epochs were with PLM and 4.684 of them were without PLM.
Features.
Being the minimum value for PLM interval, 5 seconds was chosen as the epoch length. PSG record segments were taken from all channels except leg EMG channels and were analysed through a software which uses digital signal processing methods, developed by our team [11] . The graphical user interface of the feature extraction module is shown in Figure 1 . The specific attributes of the signals presented in PSG record was obtained for each epoch. Each record of epoch attributes was stored in MySQL database with an ID value created through the use of patient number and epoch number.
It is possible to achieve different attributes from EEG [12] , ECG [13] , chin EMG [14] , and other signals. However, as different channels have different attributes for PSG channels, not all the attributes were used in the study. The attribute evaluation operation was carried out for all PSG channels and the attributes producing the classification with the highest gain were selected. DSP, statistical methods, raw data (in EDF file), and scoring values (in XML files) were used in achieving the attributes, and 77 attributes achieved from different signals were used in the classification of PLMs. The attributes used in the classification are shown in Table 2 .
Firstly, Haar wavelet transformation technique was implemented in obtaining the subfrequency bands of EEG signals: delta ( ) (0.5-4 Hz), theta ( ) (4-8 Hz), alpha ( ) (8-13 Hz), and beta ( ) (13-30 Hz) [15] . Among various wavelet transformation methods, we chose Haar wavelet transformation as it is the simplest and shortest way of transformation [16] .
Secondly, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) was used to obtain the spectrum values of subfrequency bands [17] . With this technique, PSG signals that are in the time domain were transformed into the frequency domain. DFT was also used on ECG and chin EMG channels to obtain mean power spectrum and spectral entropy values for these channels.
Finally, obtaining all attributes (N: 466), the attributes were evaluated according to their gain ratios. In the evaluation operation, GainRatioAttributeEval method was used to calculate ranker parameter value for each attribute. This method evaluates how good an attribute is through measuring the gain ratio related to the class:
where is the entropy. At the end of the attribute evaluation operation, the first five signal attributes yielding the highest classification gain are the attributes which were taken from SpO 2 (ranked: 0.04126), C3-A2 (ranked: 0.02997), chin EMG (ranked: 0.02584), F3-A2 (ranked: 0.01825), and O1-A2 (ranked: 0.01812) signals. The results indicated that attributes of "SpO 2 " provided the most predictive estimation.
Classification Methods.
It is possible to put data mining techniques in 5 main groups. These are classification, clustering, regression models, association rule, and sequential patterns. The methods of data mining which are commonly used for making guesses are classification and regression models [18] . We used four different types of classification models: multilayer perceptron (MLP) (parameters: Learning Rate = 0.3, Momentum = 0.2, Iteration = 500, Hidden Layer Count = 1, Hidden Layer Neuron Count = 42, and Activation Function = Sigmoid) [19] , random forests (parameters: Trees Count = 100) [20] , -NN (parameters: = 1) [21] , and logistic regression (parameters: Ridge = 1.0 − 8) [22] . These Thor RMS models were used in this study because they have been highly used in recent literature and they performed really well in preliminary comparative studies [23] . Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the MLP architecture used in this study.
Results
While the model was being developed, a certain amount of the data were used for training, and the remaining data were used for testing. Using the WEKA classification algorithms, approximate operations of the test data classes were carried out. The performance comparisons of machine learning classification algorithms were made with the values of accuracy, RMSE and confusion matrix. 10-fold crossvalidation technique was employed for all the classifiers as a test option [24] . In this method, the data cluster is divided into 10 equal pieces and 1 of the ten equal pieces is used for the test and the remaining 9 pieces are used for training. According to this, 8357 epochs were used for training and 929 epochs were used for the test. The test data was tested with the classification algorithms existing in WEKA on 10-fold crossvalidation data cluster. Trial-and-error procedure was implemented for a number of nearest neighbors, , ranging from 1 to 10. The improvement of the performance with an increasing number of nearest neighbors is less noticeable for more than 7 neighbors and there is no marginal improvement in the overall performance when increasing beyond 7. Small values (from 1 to 4) of the feature dimension gave the most satisfactory results for each given number of neighbor vectors .
Parameters for other algorithms were tested with similar procedures and optimum values for each parameter were obtained experimentally for each algorithm.
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According to the results obtained on the basis of average classification success percentage, while -NN classification algorithm has a higher classification rate (91.87%) and a lower error value (RMSE = 0.2850), MLP algorithm has the lowest classification rate (83.29%) and the highest error value (RMSE = 0.3705).
The results show that these two algorithms ( -nearest neighbor and decision tree algorithms) have a very high capacity of classification and are powerful. In fact, they are so effective that unless there is class ambiguity they can provide perfect classification on the training data no matter how many instances are given, even for very high number of instances. This, of course, means a high probability of fitting noisy instances and outliers, that is, overfitting.
-NN method can do simple calculations. It can also adapt both intraclass and interclass changes due to age, gender, weight, and so forth and as a result can be used with linearly inseparable problems. It is known that -NN classifier gives better results with least redundant features [25] . In Table 3 , it is shown that, compared to others, the errors in confusion matrix are balanced for both classes. MLP, as there is random initialization, does not always perform best fit to data and it can stuck at local minima, which does not lead to an optimum solution (result). As a result of all these factors, -NN performed much better than other methods, especially compared to MLP. Random forests method was successful, possibly due to random selection, which can eliminate unnecessary features [26] .
Discussion
Our study has three significant features. Generally, statistical methods are used to identify PLM. First, as a novel approach, we applied artificial intelligence methodology to find PLM. Second, a software is developed for this study, utilizing digital signal processing and machine learning methods. And for the first time we used this software to analyse electrophysiological recordings of patients with sleep disorder. Third, we used quite a big sample space of 768,726 events to determine the PSG recordings in classifying periodic leg movements during sleep.
Through the use of -NN classification, one of the machine learning methods, PLMs were correctly classified with the ratio of 91.87%. During this operation, leg EMG signals were not employed. PSG recording requires many electrodes and sensors on human body from head to feet. Reducing these connections may provide a more comfortable test for both patient and technician. If PLMs can be defined through the signals obtained from other sources than those placed in the right or left leg, significant savings would be made in PSG recording.
The sensors and electrodes, from which the signals will be received during the recording, are placed on the patient's body before PSG recording by a sleep technician. This operation takes approximately 45-50 minutes, and it is a demanding job to place the electrodes. If the number of electrodes and sensors to be placed on a patient's body is decreased, thus, the workload of technician is reduced. Additionally, the time spent on placing electrodes and sensors is shortened, making the waiting time of patients shorter as well. It also increases patient comfort during sleep, as it is quite uncomfortable to try to sleep entangled with many wires.
Also, patients can move more freely due to the reduction in number of these electrodes and sensors. The electrodes placed on the right and left legs are recorded on the computer with 128 samples per second. Considering that these two electrodes were not used, the storage unit would be used in a more economical way, for the number of data to be recorded on these storage units would decrease by 15%.
Scoring and reporting a PSG recording is a labourintensive process, which requires several hours. Automatic scoring systems are not efficient and laboratory staff mostly does PSG reporting manually. A decrease in number of channels in PSG may save time and help manual scoring. Four pieces of cable and 2 electrodes are used for two leg EMGs in PSG record. If the channels of leg EMG are not used, big savings can be made on cable and electrodes; thus, the cost of PSG is brought down.
The results indicated that the predictive signal "SpO 2 " is by far the most important predictor. Why these prognostic factors are more important predictors than the others is a question that can only be answered by medical professionals and further clinical studies.
Although machine learning methods are capable of extracting features hidden deep into large medical datasets, without the collaboration from the medical professionals, their results are useless. The features found via machine learning methods should be evaluated by medical professionals Table 3 : Tabular results for 10-fold cross-validation for all folds and all model types (confusion matrix shows the classification of the cases in the test dataset). In confusion matrix, the columns denote the actual cases and the rows denote the predicted. who have expertise in sleep. Data mining is not aiming to replace medical professionals and researchers but to complement their invaluable efforts to save more human lives and to save their valuable time.
In short, the study has strong sides. In the literature search carried, no other study on this subject using this methodology was found. Also, advanced statistical methods were employed in obtaining the results. Data from 153 real patients were used in the study and 768,726 cases were analysed for the patients. The use of high amount of data enabled us to obtain more meaningful and statistically robust results as well. A software is developed for this study, employing techniques discussed here along with many other features and it will be offered to the community to aid them in their work.
